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Genetic relatedness in animal societies is often a factor that drives the structure of social groups. In the marine world, most studies 
which have investigated this question have focused on marine mammals such as whales and dolphins. For sharks, recent studies have 
demonstrated preferential associations among individuals from which social communities emerge. Assortment patterns have been 
found according to phenotypic or behavioral traits, but the role of genetic relatedness in shaping the social structure of adult shark 
populations has, to the best of our knowledge, never been investigated. Here, we used a social network analysis crossed with DNA 
microsatellite genotyping to investigate the role of the genetic relatedness in the social structure of a blacktip reef shark (Carcharhinus 
melanopterus) population. Based on the data from 156 groups of sharks, we used generalized affiliation indices to isolate social prefer-
ences from nonsocial associations, controlling for the contribution of sex, size, gregariousness, spatial, and temporal overlap on social 
associations, to test for the influence of genetic relatedness on social structure. A double-permutation procedure was employed to 
confirm our results and account for issues arising from potentially elevated type I and type II error rates. Kinship was not a predictor 
of associations and affiliations among sharks at the dyad or community levels as individuals tended to associate independently of the 
genetic relatedness among them. The lack of parental care in this species may contribute to the breakdown of family links in the popu-
lation early in life, thereby preventing the formation of kin-based social networks.
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INTRODUCTION
Group formation is an adaptive strategy, widespread across the 
animal kingdom, that can take various forms, from temporary un-
stable associations to long-term stable groups in complex societies 
(Krause and Ruxton 2002). Understanding the factors that influ-
ence the formation and evolution of  social groups is important in 
order to understand the evolution of  animal societies as well as to 
gain insight into population dynamics and to inform conservation 
strategy (Snijders et al. 2017). Associations among individuals can 
provide benefits to improve individual fitness by, for example, re-
ducing predation risk or improving foraging efficiency (Krause 
and Ruxton 2002). While individuals can benefit by simply associ-
ating with other conspecifics (e.g., Kerth et al. 2011), the benefit of  
grouping can be enhanced by associating with similar individuals, 
also called social assortativity. By associating with individuals of  
the same size or the same sex, individuals are more likely to avoid 

conflict or harassment (Dadda et  al. 2005) and their risk of  pre-
dation is reduced via the confusion effect (Landeau and Terborgh 
1986). Further, assorting with kin can also provide indirect fitness 
benefits (Hamilton 1964). Kin assortment has been shown to pro-
vide benefits in reducing aggression (Olsén and JäUrvi 2005) or 
increasing growth rate (Brown and Brown 1993).

Kin structuring has received extensive attention in many animal 
societies, especially where animals form stable breeding groups or 
where groups arise from the retention of  offspring and delayed 
dispersal that facilitates the development of  interactions with rel-
ative and kin-based groups (Wolf  and Trillmich 2008; Hatchwell 
Ben 2010; Wiszniewski et  al. 2010). In groups composed of  rela-
tives, kin selection should play a role in determining cooperation 
among group members (Hamilton 1964), although cooperation can 
arise also between non-kin or when only a subset of  the group is 
related (Clutton-Brock 2009). The role of  relatedness in structuring 
animal societies that are characterized by a dynamic fission–fusion 
social system has been well studied in species with parental care 
such as dolphins, giraffes, elephants, or bats (Wittemyer et al. 2009; 
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Wiszniewski et al. 2010; Kerth et al. 2011; Carter et al. 2013), but 
much less is known for species without parental care, as is the case 
for many species of  fish (but see Croft et al. 2012). While the link 
between social networks and kinship has been extensively studied 
in terrestrial animals (Holekamp et  al. 2012; Carter et  al. 2013; 
Arnberg et  al. 2015), kinship structure in social networks of  ma-
rine and freshwater organisms has been primarily limited to marine 
mammals (Wiszniewski et  al. 2010; Mann et  al. 2012; Reisinger 
et  al. 2017). Several cetacean societies show strong kin-biased so-
cial network structures. However, in fishes, kin structure is less clear. 
Work on guppies, for example, did not find kin assortment, even in 
species that are capable of  kin discrimination (Croft et  al. 2012). 
While sharks have recently been shown to be able to develop pre-
ferred associations and organize into structured social networks 
(Mourier et  al. 2018), kinship has only been explored in one case 
study that focused on juvenile sharks (Guttridge et al. 2011) but did 
not find any clear influence of  kinship in association patterns even 
for juvenile sharks, highlighting a lack of  information on the poten-
tial for kin-based associations to arise in shark populations. Another 
study on spotted eagle rays did not find any evidence of  relatedness 
in the formation of  groups (Newby et al. 2014), although associa-
tion strength was not quantified using association indices.

Overall, most studies that have explored the relationship between 
genetic relatedness and social interactions have focused on highly 
social species and in particular, on species that exhibit parental care 
(Wolf  and Trillmich 2008; Wiszniewski et  al. 2010; Kerth et  al. 
2011). Studying less social vertebrates should significantly improve 
our understanding of  how social and genetic structure interacts to 
shape the evolution of  sociality in the animal kingdom.

In this study, we investigate the interaction between socio-spatial 
patterns and genetic relatedness in a population of  blacktip reef  
sharks (Carcharhinus melanopterus) monitored over a 3-year period on 
the north shore of  Moorea Island (French Polynesia). Sharks rep-
resent an interesting and unique model to explore the extent to 
which individuals interact with genetically related associates due to 
ecological traits that differ from most social vertebrates. Like most 
social animals, sharks are now increasingly recognized as being ca-
pable of  complex social interactions, developing preferred social 
associations (Guttridge et  al. 2009; Jacoby et  al. 2010; Mourier 
et al. 2012), showing unexpected learning abilities (Guttridge et al. 
2013; Mourier et  al. 2017), and developing patterns of  leader-
ship and dominance hierarchy (Guttridge et al. 2011; Jacoby et al. 
2016; Brena et al. 2018). However, contrary to many social organ-
isms, reef  sharks do not show parental care and almost all shark 
species drop their progeny in specific nurseries outside adult habi-
tats and leave them to interact by themselves (Mourier and Planes 
2013). These discrete nurseries are chosen to potentially provide 
the neonates with a safe environment where they will spend their 
first months of  life. Recent studies suggested that females show re-
productive and even natal philopatry to these particular birthing 
grounds (Mourier and Planes 2013; Feldheim et  al. 2014), sug-
gesting that newborn sharks may have the opportunity to develop 
strong relationships with close kin. When juvenile sharks reach 
a certain size or age, they leave their nursery to explore a wider 
home range (Chapman et al. 2009); they then integrate within the 
adult population and start interacting with older individuals, but it 
is not known whether they coexisted with other newborn during 
their juvenile stage or disperse alone. Therefore, while aggregations 
of  kin are possible during the early stages, it is currently unknown 
if  they persist through adulthood after dispersal. In shark popula-
tions, interactions between kin are also diluted by the presence of  
numerous neighbors and average relatedness quickly drops with 

increasing group size (Lukas et al. 2005). In some shark species, the 
likelihood of  associating with a related peer is reduced due to small 
litter size and a high mortality rate at the juvenile stage, leading to a 
lack of  first-order relatives to reach adulthood. However, in a closed 
system, such as an isolated island, and in the case of  blacktip reef  
sharks which spend their entire life cycle within Moorea (Mourier 
and Planes 2013), relatives will have more chances to encounter 
each other and to interact in social groups. Thus, in these condi-
tions, the limited number of  related pairs might decrease the risk 
of  inbreeding.

To understand the assortative forces which underpin the struc-
tural properties of  the system is challenging for elusive underwater 
animals. As the blacktip reef  shark displays a high degree of  site fi-
delity (Papastamatiou et al. 2009) and shares some of  its areas with 
many conspecifics (Mourier et  al. 2012), exploring this network 
holds the potential to work out the relationship between spatial, so-
cial, and genetic structure in a reef  shark. Size, sex, and gregari-
ousness of  sharks have been shown to influence assortment at the 
population and community levels (Mourier et  al. 2012; Mourier 
et  al. 2017). However, whether genetic relatedness plays a role in 
structuring the network at both the individual and community 
levels remains unknown. In particular, whether sharks benefit from 
associating with kin remains unknown as cooperation has not been 
proven and social foraging may not require associations with kin to 
improve predation success (Labourgade et al. 2020).

We aim to test whether the social structure of  sharks at dif-
ferent scales can be explained by the genetic relatedness between 
individuals after controlling for nonsocial structural factors, in-
cluding space use, temporal overlap, phenotype, and individual 
gregariousness.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Field observations and data collection

Between 2008 and 2010, observation surveys were conducted along 
approximately 10 km of  coastline of  the Northern reef  of  Moorea 
Island (French Polynesia) (Figure  1). The surveys consisted of  40 
min dives (~30 min dedicated to survey) at seven sites along a 10 
km portion of  reef  (total = 180 dives, site 1 = 20, site 2 = 50, site 
3 = 8, site 4 = 33, site 5 = 30, site 6 = 34, and site 7 = 7). Individual 
blacktip reef  sharks were identified by photo-identification, using 
unique, lifelong color-shape of  the dorsal fin (Mourier et al. 2012).

Associations between individuals were defined using the 
“Gambit of  the Group” (Whitehead and Dufault 1999), assuming 
that all individuals observed together are then considered as “asso-
ciated.” This approach is appropriate when individuals move be-
tween groups and direct interactions are difficult to observe, but 
where groups can be easily defined (Franks et al. 2010; Farine and 
Whitehead 2015). An experienced diver conducted a stationary 
visual census at each site monitored, moving and identifying sharks 
within a ~100-m radius area (made possible by the high visibility 
conditions in these tropical waters). As most sharks usually re-
mained together during the time of  the dive, we considered the lar-
gest number of  individuals observed within a 10-min period to be 
part of  a group. We are confident that observed associations repre-
sented true grouping structure because groups were spatio-tempor-
ally well-defined and sharks were engaged in specific social behavior 
(e.g., following, parallel swimming or milling; Mourier et al. 2012). 
To avoid the potential for weak and nonrelevant associations be-
tween pairs of  individuals with very low number of  sightings, we 
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used a restrictive observation threshold to include only individuals 
observed more than the median number of  sightings (median = 14; 
mean ± SD = 14.92 ± 8.04; Supplementary Figure S1). Thus, all 
individuals seen less than 15 times were removed from the analyses 
to ensure that associations were estimated with high accuracy and 
precision.

DNA sampling and laboratory procedures

Shark fishing sessions using rod and reel and barbless hooks were 
conducted to obtain tissue samples for genetic analysis. Once 
hooked, sharks were brought alongside the boat where they were 
inverted and placed in tonic immobility while biological data and 
tissue samples were collected. Each shark was identified by photo-
identification of  the dorsal fin, sexed, and measured to the nearest 
centimeter (Mourier et  al. 2012; Mourier, Mills, et  al. 2013). 
Fishing sessions were conducted directly after underwater sur-
veys to avoid perturbations of  the experimental setup (Mourier 
et  al. 2017) and to increase the chance of  getting DNA samples 
from sharks that were part of  the social network. Fishing effort 
was maintained until sharks failed to respond to the bait (gener-
ally <30 min and after catching two to three individuals). A fin clip 
was collected from the second dorsal fin or anal fin and samples 
were individually preserved in 95% ethanol and returned to the 
laboratory for genotyping (Mourier and Planes 2013). DNA was 
extracted using the QIAGEN DX Universal Tissue Sample DNA 
Extraction protocol. PCR amplification and the microsatellite loci 
used are described in detail in previous studies (Mourier and Planes 

2013; Vignaud et  al. 2013; Vignaud et  al. 2014). The software 
MICROCHECKER (Van Oosterhout Cock et al. 2004) was used 
to test for null alleles and other genotyping errors.

We compared the suitability of  seven pairwise relatedness estim-
ators: five non-likelihood estimators (Queller and Goodnight 1989; 
Li et al. 1993; Ritland 1996; Lynch and Ritland 1999; Wang 2002) 
and two maximum-likelihood estimators (Milligan 2003; Wang 
2007) in the R package related (Pew et  al. 2015) and determined 
that the triadic maximum-likelihood estimator (TrioML; Wang 
2007) was best suited to our microsatellite panel (Supplementary 
Figure S2) as it showed the highest correlation (i.e., 0.831) with the 
true values and the smallest variation around the mean for every 
relationship (except for full-sibs). This analysis generates simulated 
individuals of  known relatedness based on the observed allele fre-
quencies and calculates the genetic relatedness using the different 
estimators. The correlation between observed and expected genetic 
relatedness was obtained for each estimator, and the one with the 
highest correlation coefficient was selected for further analysis.

Defining associations

Using R package asnipe (Farine 2013), we calculated dyadic asso-
ciation strengths (i.e., associations among pairs of  individuals) 
among photo-identified individual sharks seen in groups from the 
spatio-temporal co-occurrences, as the proportion of  time two 
individuals were observed together at the same site given that at 
least one was observed, using the simple-ratio association index 
(SRI) (Cairns and Schwager 1987). The SRI is the recommended 
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Figure 1
Map of  the study location indicating the monitored sites along the 10 km reef  edge of  the north coast of  Moorea.
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association index when calibration data are unavailable (Hoppitt 
and Farine 2018).

To measure the diversity of  associations, we calculated the social 
differentiation (S) in the network that is the estimated coefficient 
of  variation (SD divided by mean) of  the true association indices. 
If  the social differentiation of  the network is 0, then relationships 
among members are completely homogeneous. Conversely, if  the 
social differentiation is above 1.0, there is considerable diversity in 
the relationships between pairs of  individuals within the network 
(Whitehead 2008). For our data, the standard error of  S was gener-
ated by bootstrapping (1000 replications).

Potential structural factors of social associations

We quantified five structural factors that could affect shark associa-
tion patterns: spatial overlap, temporal overlap, gregariousness, and 
size and sex similarity for each pair of  individuals. Genetic relat-
edness was not included as a structural factor as it was tested inde-
pendently when other factors are extracted.

For each individual, an encounter rate (i.e., no. sightings of  indi-
vidual at site, divided by no. sampling occasions at site) was calcu-
lated by site to define individual spatial utilization (Supplementary 
Figure S3). We then generated a Bray-Curtis similarity matrix of  
space use to construct a matrix of  spatial overlap between individ-
uals using R package “vegan” (Dixon 2003).

Individuals using an area at the same time are more likely to be 
associated with each other. The study period corresponds to a total 
of  28  months between February 2008 and June 2010. The tem-
poral overlap was calculated as the SRI calculated on whether pairs 
were observed in the study area within sampling periods of  30 days.

Gregariousness was calculated following Whitehead and James’s 
(2015) correction, where the gregariousness predictor between two 
individuals (a and b) is the log of  the sum of  the association indices 
involving a (except the ab index) multiplied by the sum of  those 
involving b (except the ba index):

Gab = log(
∑
k �=a,b

SRIak .
∑
k �=a,b

SRIbk)

where SRIab is the association index between individuals a and b, 
and SRIkk is set to zero for all k.

Shark length was classified into size classes ranging from 1 to 6 
(1: TL < 110 cm; 2: 110–119 cm; 3: 120–129 cm; 4: 130–139 cm; 
5: 140–150  cm; 6: TL > 150  cm). For sex and size similarity, we 
constructed a binary matrix in which elements aij = 1 when individ-
uals i and j were of  the same class and aij = 0 otherwise (sex class, 1 
if  same sex, 0 if  not; size class, 1 if  same size class, 0 if  not).

Influence of structural factors on social 
associations

We quantified the contribution of  all five structural factors in 
driving social patterns with a multiple regression quadratic assign-
ment procedure (MRQAP) modified by Farine (2013) that enables 
null models built from pre-network data permutations to be used in 
conjunction with a MRQAP regression. This approach was shown 
to be more accurate than classic MRQAP procedures (Farine 2017). 
We assessed possible linear relationships between the social associ-
ations and the structural factors using the SRI association matrix as 
the dependent variables and the matrices representing pairwise sim-
ilarity of  each of  the five structural factors as independent variables. 
We used 20,000 permutations to build randomized distributions to 

compare with the empirical coefficient. The P-values were the pro-
portion of  the estimated coefficient regression which were smaller 
or greater than what would have been expected by chance. We used 
the mrqap.custom.null function from asnipe R package (Farine 2013) to 
run MRQAP tests in R v. 3.3.0 (R Core Team 2019).

Removing the effects of structural factors from 
associations

We developed generalized affiliation indices (GAI, Whitehead and 
James 2015) to remove the effects of  the significant structural fac-
tors from the associations and test the existence of  true affiliations 
between dyads (i.e., active association preferences). For this, we 
fitted a binomial generalized linear model (GLM) with the unfolded 
SRI matrix as the dependent variable, and the significant structural 
factors selected from the MRQAP as independent variables. GAI 
represents the assortment of  individuals not explained by the sig-
nificant structural factors and corresponds to the deviance residuals 
of  the model. The model was: SRI ~ TO + SO + Gregariousness 
+ Size + Sex, where SRI is the association matrix, TO is the tem-
poral overlap matrix, and SO is the spatial overlap matrix (Table 1).

Social preferences and null models

We used a null model to test both for social preferences and the 
significance of  the observed network modularity. We generated 
20,000 randomized association and affiliation networks based on 
25,000 data-stream permutations of  the raw observation data with 
a swapping algorithm (Bejder et al. 1998). We permuted the empir-
ical group-by-individual matrix constraining the number of  groups, 
individuals and occurrences (matrix dimension and fill), group size 
(row totals) and individual frequency of  observation (column to-
tals). To minimize the effect of  initial values potentially correlated 
to the empirical data, we removed the first 5000 randomized ma-
trices. From the randomized group-by-individual matrix, we calcu-
lated a simple-ratio index association matrix, with which we built 
a generalized affiliation index using the same predictors selected 
via MRQAP for the empirical data. We used a modified version of  
R codes available from Machado et al. (2019) to build null models 
and to calculate SRI, GAI, and modularity.

Table 1
MRQAP and the influence of  all structural variables on shark 
social associations. Matrices representing structural variables 
(predictors) were regressed against the association matrix 
(SRI) using a subset of  the individuals in the population 
(n = 43) to which genetic relatedness was available. TO: 
temporal overlap; SO: spatial overlap; Gregariousness based 
on Godde et al. (2013); Size and Sex: binary matrices where 
individuals of  the same size/sex classes are represented 
by 1, and different classes by 0. Adjusted R2 indicates how 
much of  the variation on association indices was explained 
by the predictors. Significant predictors in which P-values 
are given by the proportion of  times the empirical regression 
coefficient was smaller than the null expectancy from 20,000 
randomizations

Predictors Regression coefficient (β) P (β ≤ r) Adjusted R2

TO 0.553 <0.001* 94%
SO 0.107 <0.001* 
Gregariousness −0.002 0.999
Size 0.006 0.089
Sex −0.002 0.999
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We compared the standard deviation (SD) of  the observed SRI 
and the SD of  the observed generalized affiliation index (GAI) with 
the distribution of  the SD of  corresponding randomized SRI and 
GAI matrices generated by the null models detailed above. An ob-
served SD significantly higher than the null expectation indicates 
the presence of  a nonrandom structure in associations and the pres-
ence of  preferred and avoided associations for affiliations. We also 
tested for strongly connected social communities by comparing the 
empirical modularity (Q) (Newman 2006) of  SRI and positive GAI 
matrices with that of  the randomized matrices. Social modules (or 
communities) were determined based on the leading eigenvector 
of  the community matrix (Newman 2006). Empirical SD and Q 
values were considered statistically significant if  they fell above the 
95% confidence interval (CI) of  their randomized distributions.

Genetic relatedness, social structure, and sex 
differences

To assess whether relatedness differs for same-sex dyads, we con-
structed three binary matrices (0,1), each encoding the presence of  
a certain dyad type (female–female, male–male, or female–male). 
We then tested for a correlation with the relatedness matrix using 
three Mantel tests (20,000 permutations), via the vegan R package 
(Dixon 2003).

For each type of  dyad (female–female, male–male, or female–
male), we then tested for a correlation between the SRI and GAI 
matrices and the pairwise genetic relatedness among sharks using 
Mantel tests and compared the test statistics to those of  the 20,000 
permuted networks.

We also compared the gregariousness of  individual sharks be-
tween the sexes. For this, we used two measures of  gregarious-
ness: node degree (or binary degree) which is the number of  direct 
neighbors each individual is connected to in the network and node 
strength (or weighted degree) that is the sum of  associations of  an 
individual. These metrics were calculated from the SRI network. 
We then used these network metrics in order to determine whether 
males and females differed in their gregariousness. We constructed 
GLMs to test how sex affected the observed network degree (de-
gree ~ sex) and strength (strength ~ sex). We ran these same models 
with randomized permutations of  the network data to evaluate sta-
tistical significance (Farine and Whitehead 2015; Farine 2017).

To determine whether individuals within size class and social 
modules (i.e., network communities) were more or less closely re-
lated than expected, we compared the observed values for each size 
class and social module against a distribution of  expected related-
ness values generated by randomly shuffling individuals between 
size classes and social modules for 1000 permutations, where size 
was kept constant, using the R package related (Pew et  al. 2015). 
If  the observed mean relatedness was greater than that of  the 
permuted data, then the null hypothesis which predicted that the 
mean within-module or within size class relatedness is random, was 
rejected.

If  only a few closely related individuals were present, then it is 
possible that their within-community overabundance compared 
to between social communities might not be detected using mean 
coefficient of  relatedness (Buston et  al. 2009). In turn, we veri-
fied whether the proportion of  closely related pairs was higher 
within than between social communities using a chi-squared test 
following the same approach as the preceding analysis with mean 
relatedness. We compared the χ  2 statistics of  the observed differ-
ence in proportions of  relatedness values above a certain threshold 

between within- and between communities to that of  expected 
relatedness values generated by randomly shuffled individuals 
between-community groups for 1000 permutations and keeping 
size constant. We tested with a threshold relatedness value of  0.25 
corresponding to the theoretical relatedness of  half-sibs.

Recent studies found that (datastream and node) permutation 
tests, which are widely used to test hypotheses in animal social net-
work analyses, can produce high rates of  type I  error (false posi-
tives) and type II error (false negatives) (Farine and Carter 2020; 
Franks et  al. 2020; Puga-Gonzalez et  al. 2020; Weiss et  al. 2020). 
In order to ensure that the results provided by our GAI analyses 
are reliable and account for both social and nonsocial nuisance ef-
fects, we used an approach proposed by Farine and Carter (2020) 
that uses datastream permutations to control for nuisance effects, 
then uses node permutations to test for the statistical significance of  
the effect of  interest. It first uses datastream permutations to calcu-
late the deviation of  each of  a node-level or edge-level metric from 
its random expectation given the structure of  the observation data 
(i.e., equivalent of  a residual value), which are then fitted into a 
model such as an MRQAP or a regression, to generate a corrected 
test statistic with node permutations used to calculate the signifi-
cance of  this statistic. This approach is similar to generalized affil-
iation indices (Whitehead and James 2015), but it uses datastream 
permutation tests, rather than regression models, to estimate the 
deviance from random. This approach demonstrated its robustness 
to test the role of  kinship in shaping the strength of  interactions 
between individuals in the presence of  other social effects such as 
the presence of  non-kin social bonds (Farine and Carter 2020). We 
therefore applied this double-permutation procedure to test for the 
role of  kinship in driving associations among sharks as well as the 
role of  sex on node centrality (controlling for the number of  ob-
servations) and to confirm the robustness of  our previous results to 
high type I and type II error rates.

RESULTS

Data summary

Of  241 catalogued sharks (150 males and 91 females; Mourier et al. 
2012), 49 (36 males and 13 females) were observed on 15 or more 
occasions (mean resightings = 14.92  ± 8.04 SD, Supplementary 
Figure S1). A  total of  225 adult sharks were genotyped from the 
studied area. From the 49 sharks included in our social network 
analysis, 87% (43) were genotyped. Therefore, 43 individuals (30 
males and 13 females) were included in the remaining analyses. 
This resulted in 156 observed groups (mean group size = 8.60  ± 
4.92 SD). From the 17 microsatellite markers taken from our pre-
vious study (Mourier and Planes 2013), the presence of  null alleles 
was detected at Cli12 which was then removed from our dataset for 
further genetic analyses. We conducted the genetic analyses with 16 
loci (Supplementary Table S1).

Social structure

The social differentiation of  the population was higher than 1 (S 
± SE = 1.474 ± 0.037), revealing a diverse range of  associations 
and a well-differentiated society. The most significant predictors 
of  shark associations were the temporal and spatial overlaps, 
which explained 94% of  the total variance in SRI (MRQAP re-
sults, Table 1).

We rejected the null hypothesis that sharks associate randomly, 
as the observed SD of  SRI was higher than the distribution of  
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Figure 2
Shark social preferences at the individual and population levels. Nodes (N = 43; male:female = 30:13) representing photo-identified individuals are 
proportional to their size and color-coded by social modules; individuals are connected by links whose thicknesses are proportional to SRI in the association 
networks (left panel), and to GAI removing confounding factors in the affiliation networks where only positive GAIs are plotted (right panel). In the density 
plots, red dots denote statistically significant observed values, shaded distributions indicate null expectancy, and blue whiskers indicate 95% CIs. The shark 
social network is characterized by (a) significant SD of  SRI and GAI indicating structured associations and social preferences, respectively, and (b) significant 
modularity (Q) indicating social division. In (c) are represented the density distribution of  sightings of  social community members.
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random SD values. When GAI removed the influence of  temporal 
and spatial overlaps from SRI, we also rejected the null hypothesis 
of  random affiliations (Figure  2a), demonstrating the presence of  
preferred social affiliations. At the population level, the modularity 
(Q) of  the association (SRI) and affiliation (GAI) networks were 
higher than expected by chance (Figure 2b). While the three com-
munities from the SRI network had distinct use of  space, some 
communities from the GAI network had similar spatial distributions 
(e.g., communities yellow and purple, Figure 2c).

Crossing of genetic relatedness and association 
patterns

When testing for kin-biased relatedness, adult male–male (MM), fe-
male–female (FF), and male–female (MF) dyads did not have clear 
higher or lower genetic relatedness (Mantel test: MM, r = −0.012, n 
= 31, P = 0.061; FF, r = −0.019, n = 12, P = 0.685; MF, r = 0.023, 
n = 43, P = 0.259). In addition, mean genetic relatedness was not 
higher within than between size classes (mean r = 0.043, random 
95% CI = 0.058–0.065, P = 0.88; Supplementary Table S2). While 
individuals were relatively spatially clustered, genetic relatedness ap-
peared much more homogeneously distributed across individuals and 
space (Mantel test between matrices of  spatial overlap and genetic 
relatedness: r = 0.011, n = 43, P = 0.351; Supplementary Figure S4).

Average pairwise relatedness among individuals was 0.062  ± 
0.001 (mean ± SE) ranging from 0 to 0.774. Associations were only 
significantly positively correlated with genetic relatedness between 
males (Mantel test: r = 0.103, P = 0.026), but no significant cor-
relation was found between GAI and genetic relatedness for any 
sex dyad (Table 2). Males were generally more gregarious than fe-
males, as they significantly interacted with more individuals (higher 
degree) but did not have stronger relationships (higher strength) 
(Table  3, Figure  3). The lack of  evidence that kinship drives as-
sociations in the shark network was also confirmed by a double-
permutation method (Pdouble permutation = 0.451).

Within-community relatedness estimate was inferred for each 
community and index (SRI and GAI, Table 4). Relatedness within 
all communities was not higher than expected if  communities were 
randomly organized (SRI network: within mean ± SE = 0.071 ± 
0.005, between mean ± SE = 0.058 ± 0.003, P = 0.093; GAI net-
work: within mean ± SE = 0.065 ± 0.006, between mean ± SE = 
0.062 ± 0.006, P = 0.714; Table 4).

Among the 903 potential pairs, 39 (4.31%) had genetic relat-
edness values higher than 0.25. In addition, there was no higher 

proportion of  close relatives within than between communities for 
relatedness value r > 0.25 for SRI (chi-squared test: nwithin/between = 
17/22, df  = 1, χ  2 = 0.928, P = 0.119) and GAI (chi-squared test: 
nwithin/between = 11/29, df  = 1, χ  2 = 0.017, P = 0.663; Figure 4).

Together, these results suggest that no differences exist for within- 
and between-community membership with respect to the genetic 
relatedness of  their members.

DISCUSSION
Taking into account the confounding effects of  five structural vari-
ables (spatial and temporal overlap, gregariousness, size, and sex), 
which are known to influence association patterns (e.g., Godde et al. 
2013; Diaz-Aguirre et  al. 2019; Machado et  al. 2019; Perryman 
et  al. 2019), we found that blacktip reef  sharks in Moorea had 
structured associations and affiliations, although most of  the net-
work structure was driven by spatio-temporal overlap. However, so-
cial proximity was not predicted by the genetic relatedness between 
sharks both at the association, affiliation and community levels. At 
the dyad level, only male–male associations, but not affiliations, 
were slightly correlated with genetic relatedness. In addition, indi-
viduals had low probabilities of  interacting with a close kin which 
could explain the lack of  influence of  kinship in structuring the so-
cial network in this population. These results therefore suggest that 
genetic relatedness does not drive the structure of  the social net-
work in this shark population.

Compared to previous work conducted on this population 
(Mourier et al. 2012) which only analyzed social structure through 
associations among sharks, this study also considered the effects 
of   structural variables to estimate affiliation indices. Affiliations 
are an increasingly used method to investigate active social pref-
erences experienced by animals (Whitehead and James 2015), in 
particular by considering the strong correlation that can exist be-
tween space use overlap and association indices in a variety of  taxa 
(e.g., Mourier et al. 2012; Carter et al. 2013; Best et al. 2014). In 
our study, the network built from associations using the SRI was 
composed of  three main communities relatively spatially separ-
ated and only low overlap (Figure  2). When removing the influ-
ence of  structural variables (including spatial and temporal overlap) 
from association patterns, the SD of  the GAI higher than random 
demonstrated the presence of  active social preferences. The net-
work built from the GAI revealed four communities that were less 

Table 2
Results of  Mantel test for the correlation between the SRI 
and GAI matrices and the pairwise genetic relatedness 
among individual sharks and each sex relationship. Observed 
estimates were compared to those of  20,000 estimates from the 
randomized networks and significant P-values are indicated in 
bold (proportion of  times the empirical estimate was smaller 
than the null expectancy from 20,000 randomizations)

Index SRI GAI

Estimate (rho) P-value Estimate (rho) P-value

Male–male (435 dyads) 0.103 0.027 0.048 0.318
Female–female (48 dyads) −0.065 0.577 0.025 0.834
Male–female (299 dyads) 0.014 0.829 −0.036 0.567

Significant effects are presented in bold text.

Table 3
Effects of  sex on shark gregariousness (degree and strength) in 
the social network (N = 43; 30 males and 13 females). P-values 
(Prand) are given by the proportion of  times the empirical 
regression coefficient was smaller than the null expectancy 
from 20,000 randomizations. Pdouble permutation is the P-value 
resulting from the double permutation procedure controlling 
for number of  observations

Coefficient SE t statistic Prand

Pdouble 

permutation

Degree Intercept 17.308 1.800 9.613
Sex (male) 4.726 2.156 2.192 <0.001 0.031

Strength Intercept 4.493 0.468 9.596
Sex (male) 0.369 0.560 0.660 0.548 0.513

Significant effects are presented in bold text.
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spatially separated, two of  them having high spatial overlap and 
representing subcommunities spatially embedded in the communi-
ties detected by the network built from the SRI. This means that 
associations between sharks were the result of  more than just simi-
larities in habitat use or overlaps in time, indicating that individuals 
actively chose to group with preferred social partners. The differ-
ences between the three SRI communities in the present study and 
the four communities found in Mourier et  al. (2012) can be due 
to the high threshold we used that may highlight only strong rela-
tionships and the use of  SRI instead of  HWI. To our knowledge, 

only one study on elasmobranchs has investigated social structure 
using GAI, demonstrating that manta rays also had preferred af-
filiations (Perryman et  al. 2019). Individuals’ site preferences and 
being present in the study at the same time was a strong predictor 
of  association between pairs. Site fidelity is often a prerequisite for 
sociality, creating an environment for social relationships to develop 
and the emergence of  social preferences. However, the presence 
of  preferred social affiliations demonstrates that sharks show ac-
tive social preferences that do not rely on preferences for sites and 
periods. Our study confirms that the observed shark social structure 
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(a) Genetic network using the same layout as in Figure 2, where nodes (N = 43; male:female = 30:13) are proportional to individual size and color-coded by 
sex (males in gray and females in white) and edges are proportional to genetic relatedness in the genetic network (only close kin are plotted, i.e., r >0.25). 
(b) Differences in gregariousness (degree and strength) of  individual sharks between males and females (colors: pink indicates females and blue indicates 
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resembles that of  a fission–fusion society characterized by an open 
and fluid social structure, long-term social recognition, and a high 
number of  potential affiliates, which is flexible depending on envi-
ronmental conditions.

Among the adult sharks in our population, there was a generally 
low level of  relatedness, and only a small number of  dyads had close 
familial relatives. Interactions frequently occurred between distant 
kin and non-kin. This implies that the social structure among adult 
blacktip reef  sharks was not based on associations between close 
kin as demonstrated by our analyses which compared association 
and affiliation patterns with genetic relatedness among dyads at the 
pairwise or community levels. This is confirmed by the low number 
of  close kin available for each shark in the population (<6% pairs 
with r > 0.25), thereby limiting the probability of  an individual to 
encounter a family member and to develop strong associations with 
them. The lack of  genetic relatedness structure within size classes 
and the lack of  decreasing genetic relatedness as sharks grow also 
suggests that juveniles are unlikely to leave their nursery ground 
with other kin. If  young sharks were developing and maintaining 
strong bonds with their littermates throughout their entire life, we 
would have expected to find high mean relatedness and high pro-
portion of  close kin across all size classes. The low relatedness we 

found within each size class indicates that sharks favored associ-
ations with non-kin. These results can be explained in part by the 
life history and life cycle of  blacktip reef  sharks. In fact, in contrast 
to most social animals that show some forms of  family structure 
and parental care, female reef-associated sharks such as blacktip 
reef  shark, leave their pups in their nursery after birth (Mourier and 
Planes 2013). Moreover, litter size in this species does not exceed 
five pups (Mourier, Mills, et  al. 2013) while litter size in Moorea 
was limited to a maximum of  two pups (Mourier and Planes 2013). 
In addition, blacktip reef  sharks follow a yearly breeding cycle 
with females giving birth every year and potentially being fertil-
ized by multiple males within or across years, which increases the 
probability of  having maternal and paternal half-siblings. Our 
ongoing long-term nursery monitoring shows that capture prob-
abilities rapidly decline after March (Planes, unpublished data), 
2–3 months after parturition, which suggests a dramatic mortality 
rate within the nursery areas during the first months of  life (i.e., 
survival rate expected to be inferior to 50% during the first year of  
life). Together with a small litter size and absence of  parental care, 
this high mortality rate, which is common in many shark species, 
is likely to limit the opportunity to find family members and de-
velop strong affiliations with close relatives at adulthood. Even in 
nurseries, juvenile lemon sharks did not clearly assort by relatedness 
(Guttridge et  al. 2011), even if  the probability of  finding a rela-
tive is higher for this species with a larger litter size. When juvenile 
sharks grow, they progressively explore their environment and in-
crease their home range (Chin et al. 2013), creating an opportunity 
to find related individuals such as parents or maternal half-siblings 
from previous reproductive seasons. At adulthood, our results con-
firm that preferred associations and affiliations are not driven by 
genetic relatedness as sharks are associating with conspecifics of  
variable genetic distances. This suggests that sharks might not have 
the ability for kin recognition simply based on visual or olfactory 
cues and that kin-based preferred associations and affiliations may 
only develop within nursery areas from increased familiarity with 
littermates, or that they are not seeking for associations with related 
individuals. Through investigation of  social groups of  spotted eagle 
rays Aetobatus narinari in Florida, Newby et al. (2014) found no kin 
structure in the social organization, although the analysis was based 
on group composition rather that quantitatively inferred using as-
sociation indices. However, our results revealed that males slightly 
preferred to associate with other related males but this tendency 
was not confirmed for affiliations (accounting for spatial and tem-
poral structural components). This suggests that genetic relatedness 

Table 4
Community-level information on structure, association and affiliation indices, and genetic relatedness. For each social index (SRI 
and GAI) and each community, are reported number of  community members (no. of  individuals), mean index value, mean genetic 
relatedness, and P-values of  the one-tailed tests of  within-group higher relatedness than random

Index Communities Modularity Q
No. of   
individuals Mean index (SD) Mean r (SE) P-values

SRI Overall 0.493 43 0.133 (0.210) 0.071 (0.005) 0.093
Red 14 0.487 (0.178) 0.071 (0.009) 0.267
Yellow 9 0.256 (0.307) 0.073 (0.016) 0.24
Green 20 0.282 (0.194) 0.069 (0.006) 0.11

GAI Overall 0.312 43 -0.028 (0.126) 0.065 (0.006) 0.552
Red 14 0.001 (0.148) 0.072 (0.009) 0.237
Yellow 13 0.085 (0.149) 0.061 (0.009) 0.652
Green 6 0.009 (0.152) 0.043 (0.015) 0.791
Cyan 10 0.047 (0.133) 0.068 (0.015) 0.235
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Figure 4
Numbers of  close kin (r > 0.25, the expected value of  half-sibs) within 
and between social communities for association (SRI) and affiliation (GAI) 
indices.
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among males was spatially structured and that males may disperse 
less than females. The lack of  differences in relatedness between 
males and females suggests that the risk of  inbreeding might be 
low if  these interactions represented potential mating pairs and not 
only social bonds.

The emerging literature suggests that genetic structure of  an-
imal social networks can vary dramatically, from highly cohe-
sive kin-based groups like African elephants (Loxodonta africana) 
(Archie et al. 2006) or spotted hyenas (Crocuta crocuta) (Holekamp 
et  al. 2012), to groups with moderate levels of  genetic related-
ness due to limited dispersal like the Galápagos sea lion (Zalophus 
wollebaeki) (Wolf  and Trillmich 2008) or the eastern gray kan-
garoo (Macropus giganteus) (Best et  al. 2014), or to groups with 
little to no genetic relatedness like guppies (Poecilia reticulata) 
(Croft et  al. 2012), the common raccoon (Procyon lotor) (Hirsch 
et  al. 2013) or migratory golden-crowned sparrows (Zonotrichia 
atricapilla) (Arnberg et  al. 2015). These patterns of  variation 
provide opportunities to explore how ecological factors interact 
with kinship to produce variations in the structures of  animal 
societies. Kinship is expected to promote the evolution of  co-
operation and sociality in animals (Hamilton 1964). However, 
our understanding of  the evolution of  sociality results to a great 
extent from the study of  closed societies, in which interactions 
mainly involve relatives and can hence be explained by kin se-
lection (Hamilton 1964). However, the kin selection theory has 
recently been challenged by results from studies showing that 
fitness benefit can emerge in social groups composed mainly of  
nonrelatives (e.g., Cameron et  al. 2009; Riehl 2011; Wilkinson 
et  al. 2016). In many natural populations, dispersal tends to be 
limited, favoring local competition between neighbors and the 
emergence of  a social component, whether it be selfish, aggres-
sive, cooperative, or altruistic (Lehmann and Rousset 2010). But, 
how social behaviors translate into fitness costs and benefits de-
pends considerably on life-history features, as well as on local 
demographic and ecological conditions. The fission–fusion social 
dynamics lead to unstable group membership, and dispersal and 
occasional recruitment of  unrelated individuals lead to low av-
erage relatedness in groups. Then, under such conditions, selec-
tion is not expected to favor kin recognition mechanisms based 
on familiarity alone.

Therefore, contrary to the kin selection hypothesis which pre-
dicts stronger associations among kin, sharks tended to assort 
randomly according to relatedness. As kinship does not explain 
the strength of  social affiliations in blacktip reef  sharks, the ques-
tion remains as to how and why sharks form preferred associ-
ations and affiliations organized in social communities (Mourier 
et  al. 2012). Although cooperation has been mainly explained 
in the context of  kin selection, there might be potential benefits 
of  non-kin sociality in blacktip reef  sharks such as for other an-
imals in which association with non-kin emerges via reciprocal 
altruism (Carter and Wilkinson 2013; Wilkinson et  al. 2016). 
In addition, by-product mutualism and pseudo-reciprocity are 
simple mechanisms that can lead to increased foraging success, 
cooperative hunting. While evidence of  shark cooperation has not 
been confirmed, gregarious behavior can have several benefits in 
sharks (Jacoby et al. 2012), including increased foraging success by 
hunting in groups (Weideli et al. 2015; Mourier et al. 2016), pro-
tection from predators (Mourier, Planes, et al. 2013), or increased 
tolerance relationships and reduced aggression rate (Brena et  al. 
2018). Heterospecific foraging associations have been found to 
develop and increase predation success (Labourgade et al. 2020), 

which suggests that sharks can benefit from hunting associations 
without associating with kin. These benefits do not necessarily 
imply kin selection and can simply build on the development of  
familiarity from repeated interactions. Social structure in reef  
sharks can arise from multiple simple ecological factors such as 
the distribution of  resources in space and time leading to aggre-
gations of  individuals even in the absence of  benefits of  direct 
social affiliation (Ramos-Fernández et  al. 2006) or mitigation of  
the cost of  unnecessary aggression when competing for resources 
mediated by individual recognition (Brena et al. 2018). Regardless 
of  the exact cause of  social preferences in reef  sharks, the ab-
sence of  kinship as an important factor in structuring association 
patterns suggests that there are important benefits of  sociality in 
sharks that we still need to uncover. With an increasing use of  so-
cial network analyses applied to shark populations (Mourier et al. 
2018), future work on social networks and genetic relatedness in 
different populations or species is necessary to confirm our results 
and to improve our understanding of  population dynamics in 
sharks and the evolution of  sociality.
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